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From the Editor

Hola! once again and Happy Navratri.. Festivals are 
busy times indeed. So we've decided to add a bit of 
traditional festive colour. Our main feature on tribal 
Warli paintings include tips for creating them simple 
and easy at home to add to the festive decor. There is 
a pack of ideas for cards for all occasions from Bha-
vana, using minimal supplies. Divya's Jewellery series 
have become a huge success with our readers. She 
has let more ideas out of her bag on how to create 
beautiful accessories from knick knacks you can find 
at home. Muskaan shows you how to add more col-
ours to your home with flowers made from straws. 
We also feature the basics of Quilling, by Suganthi 
Mohan of Daydreams.

Inspirations features two artists who turned their 
passion into their work and are very successful in 
their own scale. Suchitra of Easycrafts has been the 
longest blogging member at craftziners and turns 
everything into an art. Edith De La Flor is an expert 
cold porcelain artist. She has been a successful 
trainer of cold porcelain craft for over a decade. She 
shares some of her tips for CZS readers exclusively in 
this issue.

And there is more...
Craftziners is becoming a subscription e-magazine, 
starting January 2013. Don't forget to book your 
copy now. For queries, contact us at craftziners@
gmail.com

Happy reading!
Madhavi
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Sangita V.S
Sangita has been a part of Craftziners right from the beginning, she was our first con-
tributor.  She takes time in her very busy schedule and does the editing for the maga-
zine. You can see more of her works at www.craftziners.com

 
Muskaan Pervez
Muskaan has been painting as long as she can remember. She enjoys painting and shar-
ing her skills with others. During her spare time she takes classes at her home. You can 
see more of her works at www.craftziners.com

Divya N
Divya is a Fashion and jewelry Designer. She loves designing jewelry which she sells
under her brand name Sayuri™. She uses various craft techniques and new materials in 
her work which makes it innovative. You can see more of her works at
Blog- http://jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
Facebook brand page & store – https://www.facebook.com/JewelsofSayuri
store - http://sayuri.itshandmade.in/

Lalita Solomom
Lalita is a  retired art and craft teacher , art is her passion,she does oil painting, 
fabric painting, silk painting ,quilling, bread dough craft, flower making,quilting, 
photography,knitting, embroidery Clay flower making,pot painting ,Wall clocks  etc

Dr.Jyoti Gupta
Dr. Jyoti Gupta is into arts since 25 years,and conducting my own finearts institute
as “ISHA’S INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND ASTROPALMISTRY. You can see more of her works at 
http://sculpturemagic.blogspot.in/

Aafreen Pervez
Aafreen is the youngest CZS team member. She is here to contribute art and crafts that 
can be done by kids.

  Meet our Team

http://jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/JewelsofSayuri
http://sayuri.itshandmade.in/
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http://www.blendingartandcraft.blogspot.com
http://www.blendingartandcraft.blogspot.com
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DIY PROJECT

HOW TO MAKE PHOTO FRAME AT HOME !
    
            VISIT FOR MORE SUCH TUTORIALS : WWW.WOODOOZ.COM
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http://www.woodooz.com
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Wood craft doesn’t need many 
extra tools and is relatively easy 

to work with. Here is a short tutorial on 
how to make your own wooden DIY photo 
/ picture frame . These photo frames are 
built completely with wood materials that 
are easily available at the local plywood 
store.

The only tool used was a hack saw blade 
bought for Rs.2/- from a local hardware 
shop. Ready made wooden frame moulds 
are also available which come with the 
groove for glass / picture insertion.

1. Materials, supplies and tools 
required

    Wooden sticks (1/2”x1/2”)
    Plywood beading (Usually used for edge 
banding and available in different designs. 
We have used the curvy edge banding for 
this frame
    Glue (Fevibond / fevicol)
    Hack Saw blade
    Set square (To mark the 45 degree miter 
joint)
    X-acto knife or a pencil knife

2. The wooden stick base

    The wooden stick will form the base of 
the photo frame and will not be visible 
from the front. The frame face (Beading) 
will be glued onto this base.

3. Cut the wooden sticks

    Cut the wooden sticks to the desired 
length using a hack saw blade. These cut 
sticks will be glued to each other to form 
a rectangular base onto which the frame 
face will be glued. The inset dimension of 

the rectangular base should be equal to 
or slightly higher than the dimension of 
the photo being framed, else the photo 
will not fit into the frame.

4. Glue the sticks together

    Generously apply glue on the edges of 
the wooden sticks and glue them together. 
Use masking tape to hold the sticks to-
gether while the glue is drying. Allow for 
at least 3 hours before the glue can com-
pletely dry. Allowing it to dry ensures the 
glue bond is much stronger.

5. Build the frame face using 
plywood beading

Now cut the frame face. The outer edge of 
the frame should align with the outer edge 
of the base. The frame will look good if it is 
joined together on the edges using a miter 
joint (the edges are at a 45 degree angle.

6. Mark the 45 degree angle

    Before cutting the frame, mark the 45 
degree angle using a set square. To ensure 
the hack saw blade cuts along the 45 de-
gree line, create a ridge or groove along     
the line using an Xacto knife / pencil knife 
or a mica cutter. This will ensure the blade 
does not slip while cutting and will result 
in an almost perfect 45 degree cut.

Tip
Use a masking tape to hold the sticks 

together. This will ensure the 
sticks do not move away from each 

other and will also provide enough 
pressure to strengthen the glue 

bond

DIY PROJECT

http://www.woodooz.com
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7. Cut the wooden frame

    Cut the 4 frame sticks to the desired di-
mension using the hacksaw blade. 

8. Glue the frame to the base

    Generously apply glue both on the rear 
of the frame and the rectangular base. Use 
masking tape to hold the frame tightly onto 
the wooden base. Allow for at least 3 hours 
of drying time.

9. Clear view of the frame face 
being glued onto the wooden 
base

10. Rabbet

    Rabbet is a step-shaped recess cut along 
the edge or in the face of a piece of wood, 
typically forming a match to the edge or 
tongue of another piece. The additional 
width of the frame stuck to the wooden 
base forms a recess or groove (called rab-
bet) at the rear, onto which the picture will 
be housed

11. House the photo in the rab-
bet

    Overturn the picture and place it neatly 
on the recess formed at the rear of the 
frame.

12. Your wooden photo frame 
is ready to be showcased and 
showed off

Tip
Make a ridge or groove along 

the 45 degree line to ensure the 
hacksaw blade does not slip and 

stays on the cutting line resulting in 
an almost perfect cut

http://www.woodooz.com
http://www.woodooz.com/
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                      Featured Artist
     Up Close with Suchitra of Easy Crafts
    visit her online at www.easycrafts.blogspot.in

Our featured artist in this issue is 
Suchitra of easycrafts.blogspot.

in. She is a home maker cum business-
woman who plans to author her own 
cookbook some day. Suchitra’s work at 
her own website speaks volumes about 
her talent. We 
had an email 
interview with 
her about her 
business and 
interests

Tell us a lit-
tle about 
yourself 
and your 
business

Hi, I am Suchitra. 
I love to learn, 
try and work on 
different crafts. My husband suggested 
me to start a blog with all my craft ideas 
so that I get to share them with other 
craft enthusiasts. Thats how Easycrafts 
blog (http://easycrafts.blogspot.com) 
came into existence. The blog would be 
six yrs old this november.

Can you tell us a little more 
about EasyCrafts..

Over a period of time, the idea of mak-
ing some crafts items for sale evolved. So, 
selling some craft items online came as a 
natural extension to the blog.

Alongside the easycrafts blog to share 
craft ideas, I started selling kundan ran-
golis, marapachi dolls and designer enve-
lopes just a year back. Passion for creativ-
ity has been the main drive to do this.

I make  the items to order and so, the 
creations are cus-
tomized to the  
requirements of 
the buyer. This has 
helped me put my 
time to good use 
and helped me 
pursue my passion.

The response to 
these crafts  espe-
cially for rangolis 
have been good, so 
far and this inspires 
me to try new de-
signs.

How did you decide on the 
brand name “EasyCrafts”?

When I started the blog to share craft 
ideas I named it as Easy crafts as most of 
the craft ideas planned for the blog were 
simple to make and with easily available 
materials. I intended to have a collection 
of craft projects that are inexpensive and 
quick to do. Hence the name ‘Easycrafts’

www.creationsbyedith.com
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What are your future plans for EasyCrafts? For example, do you 
have any new product ideas, etc.

I plan to add more designs to the kundan rangolis. Next is to make some variety mara-
pachi doll collection.

On a per-
sonal front 
(more about 
Suchitra), 
Why did you 
decide to be-
come an art-
ist and could 
you imagine 
doing any-
thing else? If 
so, what?

I have been al-
ways interested 
in  arts (craft), just 
that I didnt have 
enough time for 
it..Now, with the 
availability of time 
and easy access 
to materials for 
these, I cannot imagine myself doing anything else with such interest and passion.

What craft mediums do you work with and what are your fa-
vorites?

I always try to create something useful with the waste materials that are otherwise 
thrown in the dustbin..I have made use of old atm cards, carton packing of various 
food items, corrupted cds, waste papers, bits of clothes, shells and so on..I dont throw 
away even the smallest thing like the foam and cardboard packing in garments and try 
to make use of it.

                      Featured Artist
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                      Featured Artist
Do you believe in 
"do what you love 
and the money will 
come"?

Definitely yes..But when we 
do something, it shouldnt 
be with the expectation of 
earning something. I feel 
we should do what we love 
to do since only then you 
wont feel it as a burden 
and will enjoy doing it. This 
maynot be possible with 
everyone in today's world, 

but atleast one can plan to 
do so at a later stage.

How has blogging 
and the internet in-
fluenced your work 
as an artist?

Blogging opened up a 
completely new perspec-
tive..Through blogging, I 
was able to share my ideas 
with people of similar inter-
ests whom I wouldnt have 
known otherwise. Also the 

Internet gives access to 
such a huge database that 
the minute you need any 
information or help, you get 
it rightaway. Right from the 
oldest form of crafts to the 
latest, all the information 
is available at the click of a 
button.

Social networks help spread 
the word about your work 
much faster. You cannot 
reach such a wide audience 
without blogs or social net-
works.

What or who inspires you?

My family has been the biggest support 
encouraging me to take up what interests 
me. They give me their feedback on every-
thing I do and help me improve.

What are your secrets for man-
aging your time wisely?

I try to prioratize my work so that I can 
manage my hobby as well as other routine 
work in a better way. Unless its urgent, I 

take my own time to finish orders and al-
ways keep the buyer informed of the time I 
need and the status of their order.

How do you maintain a healthy 
balance between your profes-
sional and private life?
Do you have a work room or 
your own studio/ office?

I dont have any specific place where I do 
my work. I just settle down wherever I feel 
like in the house and get on to work.
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                      Featured Artist

Where all do you sell your work or designs?  Do you participate 
in any shows or special events?

Presently I am selling my work only through the internet via my blog and facebook. I 
want this to remain my hobby and hence dont take up much work. Also since I do this 
depending on the colour and design the buyer wants, I dont stock up much items at 
home and so havent participated yet in any exhibitions.

What are your top 5 goals that you’d like to accomplish within 
the next 5 years?

I consider this work more as a hobby for me. So, I hope I would always have the goal as 
creative satisfaction and everything else is only a byproduct.

What is your advice for someone who would like to turn his or 
her creative dreams into reality?

Just start  your venture . Dont think too much or have high expectations..It would take 
some time to get established, but if you are good at something and do it with com-
plete dedication, nothing can stop you from achieving your dreams.
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   3D CERAMIC MURAL PROCESS
            BY KAWITA DAYAL
    VISIT FOR MORE WORKS ONLINE : http://3dmural.blogspot.in/

Craftziners - Best of the month

http://3dmural.blogspot.in/
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DIY PROJECT - ARTIFICIAL FLOWER SERIES

How to make Straw Flowers?
             
                                                                           by Muskaan Pervez

Materials 
   Required

-  straws, 
-  wire, 
-  artificial stamen, 
-  stem and sepal.

How to make?

  You can use your scissor or 
cutter to cut along the straw’s 
length. So the straw now 
becomes wider and can be 
opened become a sheet like a 
paper.

    Then make several straw 
cuts of about 2 cm length 
each.         

Then prepare a wire to join all the straw cuts with insert the wire to every hole that made 
at the bottom of straw cuts. Don’t forget to arrange the all bend part of the straw cuts at the 
top position.

Bend the wire that has been filled with many straw cuts become a circle formation.

  Put the artificial stamen above the artificial flower. Put also the artificial sepal under the 
flower.
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Art & Crafts of India - Warli Painting
                       Source: http://warlipaintingsart.blogspot.in/

Warli paintings are the tribal wall paintings of the warli tribes of Maharashtra. 
Warlis are the largest tribes of Maharashtra and live in northern outskirts 
of Mumbai. Women folks mainly do the paintings on the mud walls of the 

houses. Warli painting, which is compared similar to the famous Madhubabi paint-
ings of Bihar, is traced back to 10th century A.D. But it was first discovered only in the 
early seventies.

Warli paintings generally depict scenes from daily life such as images of human be-
ings and animals, along with scenes from household. They also depict hunting, danc-
ing, sowing and harvesting scenes. White is the only colour used in creating these 
paintings, with occasional dots in red and yellow. This colour is prepared by ground-
ing rice into white powder.

Theme of this simple Art

Warli paintings do not show any mythological characters or deities, but social life. 
Images from daily life are created in a loose rhythmic pattern. Painted in white on a 
mud wall, their patterns have a close bearing to the pre-historic cave paintings found 
in excavation and usually depict scenes of human figures engaged in the average 
man’s daily activities like hunting, dancing, sowing ,harvesting, going out, drawing 
water from well, drying clothes or even dancing.

http://
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Art & Crafts of India - Warli Painting
                       Source: http://warlipaintingsart.blogspot.in/

Warli paintings on paper have become very popular and are now sold all over 
India. Today, small paintings are done on cloth and paper but they look best 
on the walls or in the form of huge murals that bring out the vast and magi-

cal world of the Warlis. For the Warlis, tradition is still adhered to but at the same time 
new ideas have been allowed to seep in which helps them face new challenges from 
the market.

Subjects

The typical subjects on which Warli Art is done are :
Festival
Harvest
Folk story
Celebration
Temple Marriage

The major highlight is these all have people in group dipecting the social life.

Patterns of Warli Paintings

http://warlipaintingsart.blogspot.in/
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Art & Crafts of India - Warli Painting
                       
It basically consists of geometrical patterns

•Circle: representing the sun and the moon

•Triangle: triangle is derived from mountains and pointed trees

•Square: represents a sacred enclosure or a piece of land. So the central motive in 
each ritual painting is the square

These geometric figures are joined together to form beautiful patterns .Like two apex 
of triangles are joined together to form a human figure.

Method of Warli Paintings

Since warli paintings were made on the walls using rice flour, they are not permanent 

. But the paintings were made again on different occasion.

Typical Warli Paintings Background colours
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Warlis typically use:

Henna, Indigo, Ochre, Black, Earthy mud, Brick red

But you can always Experiment with background colour. As contrast to typical 
Warli background try and experiment with vibrant colours.Can even combine 
two colours to make the background...Just like half red and half black in the Warli 
above.

Typical Warli Paintings Material

Typically Warlis are simply painted on mud, charcoal and cow dung treated sur-
faces with rice paste for the colour white.

Make your own Warli Art

But now people have adapted in modern form which consists of permanent col-
ours .So you can also make one as it is a very simple art form of painting. You Don’t 
need any specialized knowledge but just a creative mind and artistic flair.. So go 
ahead

Art & Crafts of India - Warli Painting

Warlis typically use:

Henna, Indigo, Ochre, Black, Earthy mud, Brick red

But you can always Experiment with background colour. Contrary to typical Warli 
background try and experiment with vibrant colours.Can even combine two col-
ours to make the background...Just like half red and half black in the Warli above.

Typical Warli Paintings Material

Typically Warlis are simply painted on mud, charcoal and cow dung treated sur-
faces with rice paste for the colour white.
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Art & Crafts of India - Warli Painting
                       
Materials Required

• Cloth/Handmade paper

• Tracing paper

• Metallic colours(for cloth)
• Poster colours (for paper)

• White poster

• Carbon sheet

How to do?

Step 1: Choose a design

Step 2: First draw the required pattern on the trace paper and copy the design into 
the cloth/paper using carbon sheet.

Step3:  If using Cloth Paint using metallic colours and let it dry well.
Use Poster colours for paper

Step4: Draw outlines using the white colour and again leave it to dry for 24 hours.
If applying on cloth iron on the back side of the cloth.
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Art & Crafts of India - Warli Painting
                       

Tips and tricks
Play around with available materials. 
You can get this work done on your 
bed sheets, saris, dresses, cushion 
covers and curtains also.

•Don’t restrain yourself to using just 
paper or cloth . Try making a stylish 
pot ,napkin holder ,lamp-shades or 
just for fun …make a warli book-
mark

•First draw the circle and then draw 
patterns then join them to form a 
coil with freehand.

•For painting on wall use apex as 
base paint

•Combine figures with beautiful pat-
terns like peacock, well, trees etc.

•If you have a traditional looking 
house, these Warlis would look great 
on wall. A simple corner with pots, 
chicks and Warli on wall will add new 
dimensions to your house.

•Add mirrors or colourful threads , if 
you want to add that extra shine to 
your painting.

•Add a border to make it look more 
attractive

•If using “geru”as your base ,mix it 
with linseed oil (or similar media) so 
that it stays longer
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DIY PROJECT - JEWELRY SERIES 
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   How to make Ponytail holder    
 Necklace !  by Divya.N

I believe in reinventing - in creating want from waste. So in this edition 
of the Jewelry series, I am going to demonstrate how we can success-
fully reinvent an existing beaded ponytail holder or hair srunchie to 
make a beautiful necklace. Most of us girls have these beaded hair-
bands that we bought in local street markets because they looked 

pretty and were really cheap. But not a lot of them would have seen 
any action because in reality these hairbands are tough to wear. They 
pull your hair or get knotted to it or the elastic comes off really fast. So if 
you have such  skrunchies with you, here’s how you can turn them into 
something wearable

 1
 Select a beaded pony tail holder or 
runchie - mine was woven with a satin
ribbon; soft, intricate looking ones with 
macramé are the best

VISIT HER ONLINE AT WWW.JEWELSOFSAYURI.BLOGSPOT.COM

www.jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
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 2
Carefully cut out the elastic without damaging the hair-
band. Snip one end of the band

3
Pull and flatten the band, knot he 
edges if required to keep it from
unraveling

Pick one end of the ribbon, insert it 
into the eye of a eyepin and knot. 
Weave  the extra through the band 
and secure with a dab of hot glue or 
fevi bond. Repeat the same for the 
other side.

 4  5
Using your pliers (preferably 
round nose pliers) make a loop on 
the other end of the eye pins. Add 
a jump ring and close.

Visit online at

DIY PROJECT - JEWELRY SERIES 
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6
Open another eye pin and attach it to 
the previously added jump ring and
close, look the other side and add an-
other jump ring. Continue with this
process (steps 5 & 6) on both sides until 
your necklace reaches its required
length. I used 3 eyepins on each side.

7
Using the contrast ribbon, make a small 
bow. Singe the ribbon edges (by
showing it in a candle flame) if required

8
Glue the bow to one end of the neck 
piece just before the rings begin

8
Add a couple of jump rings and a clasp 
to finish the necklace
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                      Featured Artist
     Up Close with Edith of Creations by Edith
    visit her online at www.creationsbyedith.com

Edith De La Flor of creationsbyedith.
com is a very talented cold porcelain 

artist. She has pursued her passion in this 
craft and has been conducting classes and 
free demos for over 14 years. She took 
some time off her busy schedule to share 
some of her extensive experience and 
knowledge with our readers.

How did you start off? Tell us a 
little about the history of Crea-
tionsbyEdith.com

Ever since I was a little girl I’ve always had a 
love for arts & crafts. I remember, as a little 
girl getting in trouble for sneaking into my 
mom’s fabric closet and using her material 
to make dresses for my dolls.
This was only the beginning of my desire to 
create. In 1989 I began teaching myself how 
to create basic figures out of cold porcelain, 
started as a hobbythat grew to a passion.
On 1998 I decided to open up my own on-
line store selling favors, cake toppers and 
flowers which I designed. As I continued 
to develop more techniques on my own, I 
realized there was a lock of tools
on the market. This inspired me to design 
my own products.
Now after 15 years, Creations by Edith has 
grown into a reputable on-line store where 
you can find unique tools to help you cre-
ate your own designs.

Is Creations by Edith your part-
time business/hobby? Do you 
work somewhere?

I am fortunate enough to have turned 
something I really enjoy into a full time 

career

What craft mediums do you 
work with and what are your 
most favorites?

I work with sugar paste and cold porcelain 
but my favorite medium is the cold porce-
lain.

What has been the most posi-
tive and inspirational aspect of 
having a blog for you?

The feedback from my fellow crafters, stu-
dents and customers. It’s rewarding to see 
their own creations and progress .

www.creationsbyedith.com
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How do you manange your time between your work and your family?

Since I have my office/studio in my own home I can better manage my time y be there for my family.

What or who inspires you?

I always wanted to have special decorations on my celebrations. Having 4 boys and small
grandchildren, this inspired me to create unique ways to make their holydays and birthdays more
special.

Do you have work room or your own studio/office?

I have my own studio & office where I teach classes, free live on-line tutorials and demos.

How has the internet affected your work as an artist?

The internet has enabled me to reach a larger community of artists & crafters who enjoy similar
interest and we can learn from each other.
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Other than through your web-
site, where do you sell your art-
work?

Along with my website I also sell my prod-
ucts to local customers who need custom 

made orders as well as trade shows.

Do you participate in any shows 
or special events?

I often participate in local trade shows as 
well as ICES Convention (International Cake 
Exploration Societe) every year . You can find 
one of my cakes displayed in there website 
www.ices.org (the cake with kids and bal-
loons)

What is your advice for someone who would like to turn his or her 
creative dreams into reality?

If you love what you’re doing, don’t let anything stop you, be persistent and aggressive.
If you do what you love, people will love what you do.
“Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you’ll land among the stars”
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DIY PROJECT  

HOW TO MAKE A FAIRY IN COLD PORCELAIN 
OR GUMPASTE?
                                                     BY EDITH DE LA FLOR 
                                   FOR MORE TUTORIALS VISIT ONLINE : www.creationsbyedith.com 
  

You can use a ball of gum paste for the head instead of the styrofoam I used for the 
cold porcelain figure

www.creationsbyedith.com
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DIY PROJECT - CLAY WORK
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DIY PROJECT - CLAY WORK
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KNOW MORE ABOUT OIL PAINTING DR.JYOTI GUPTA

OIL PAINTING ON CANVAS

Oil painting is the most popular 
form of art and the most sought 
after stream as well. This involves 

painting with pigment colours that are 
bound with a medium of drying oil, 
linseed oil. Oil paint was first used for 
the Buddhist Paintings by Indian and 
Chinese painters in western Afghanistan 
sometime between the fifth and ninth 
centuries. It did not gain popularity until 
the 15th century. Its practice may have 
migrated westward during the Middle 
Ages. Oil paint eventually became the 
principal medium used for creating art-
works as its advantages became widely 
known..

In recent years, 
water based 
paint has come 
to prominence, 
to some extent 
replacing the 
usage of tra-
ditional oils. 
Water soluble 
paints contain 
an emulsifier  
which allows 
them to be 
thinned with 
water (rather 
than with the traditional thinner), and 
allows very fast drying times (1–3 days) 
when compared with traditional oils (1–3 
weeks).

TO START WITH OIL PAINTING

The artist begins with the sketching of 
the subject onto the canvas with pencil 

or thinned paint. Oil paints come in tube 
forms,and are mixed mixed with linseed 
oil, and turpentine  or other solvents to 
create a thinner, faster or slower drying 
paint. Because these solvents thin the 
oil in the paint, they can also be used to 
clean paint brushes. A basic rule of oil 
paint application is ‘fat over lean’. This 
means that each additional layer of paint 
should contain more oil than the layer 
below to allow proper drying. If each 
additional layer contains less oil, the final 
painting will crack and peel.

PAINT BRUSHES & PALLETE

 Always use good quality of paint 

brushes,because,they should be capable 
of holding the colours and give a strong 
stroke on the canvas.Soft brushes are 
not meant for oil painting.for pallete,the 
use of wooden designer pallete is most 
common,but,I feel the artist can use even 
a waste saucer from kitchen.or,you can 
use a covered box also,because,these oil 
colours Do not dry out fast.they can be 
stored and used later.
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Mostly,oil painting is done by using 
brushes,which may be made by animal’s 
hair,or they can be synthetic also.Syn-
thetic brushes are very durable,but,I pre-
fer to use animal hair brushes,as they can 
give powerful strokes.A variety of uncon-
ventional tools, such as rags, sponges, 
and cotton swabs, may be used. Some 
artists even paint with their fingers.

For oil painting,to give tex-
tured effects,you can use pal-
lete knives also.They are used 
to give strokes on the canvas.
Oil paint remains wet longer 
than many other types of artists’ 
materials, enabling the artist 
to change the color, texture or 
form of the figure. At times, the 
painter might even remove an 
entire layer of paint and begin 
a new. This can be done with a 
rag and some turpentine for a 
certain time while the paint is 
wet, but after a while, the hard-
ened layer must be scraped. 
Oil paint dries by oxidation,not 
evaporation, and is usually dry 
to the touch within a period of 
two weeks.

 
CANVAS

Traditional CANVAS is made from linen.
first prepare a wooden frame. The canvas 
is then pulled across the wooden frame 
and tacked or stapled tightly to the 
back edge. Then, apply a coat of chalk 
powder with camel glue.you can coat 
upto 3 times to get a desired surface.You 
can also use zinc oxide in place of chalk 

powder for a smoother surface.After 
each layer dries,smoothen the surface 
with sandpaper.this is the usual way to 
prepare a canvas,but,now you can get a 
stretched and pre-prepared canvas at art 
material shops.

Oil paintings can be done on surfaces 
like linoleum,wood,paper,cardboard etc, 
the most popular surface since the 16th 
century has been canvas which is eas-
ily transportable and lesser in weight as 

compared to wood and panels. 
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PROCESS OF OIL PAINTING

Sketch the desired design on the canvas.
you can also trace the design if you are 
not good enough with lines.Then,apply a 
thin coat of oil paints mixed with linseed 
oil and turpentine oil in ratio of 4:6,ie.,4 
drops of linseed with 6 drops of turpen-
tine oil.turpentine oil is used to dilute the 
paint where as linseed is used to grease 
the paint.

This is the basic coating of the oil paint-
ing.leave it to dry automatically for 
atleast 3 days.

When the first coat dries,apply the 
second coat,which is less diluted with 
turpentine and linseed oil.this time,try 
giving shades,and some detailing.

For the third coat,add details and high 
lighting with light shades.

To complete the 
painting,add minute 
details,and touching 
for any discolouring.

SOME POINTS 
TO BE REMEM-
BERED.

1)      Avoid oil painting 
in rainy season.some-
times wet apinotgs 
catch fungus in moist 
conditions.

2)      Start from dark colours to light 
shades.

3)      Add highlighting with lightest or 
white colours at the end.

4)      Do not varnish your finished oil 
painting until completely dry for atleast 
one month.

5)      To preserve your painting,you can 
get it framed woth glass,or fiber sheet.it 
can also be laminated.

FRAMING OF THE PAINTING

To  give a complete look to the finished 
painting,get it framed in wooden frames.
Nowadays,we get fiber frames which are 
light in weight and unbreakable.Avoid 
using very decorative frames,as they sup-
press the beauty of the painting itself.
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DIY PROJECT - KIDS CRAFT
BY AAFREEN PERVEZ

MATERIALS

Glass
Black tube colour (for out line design)
Trace paper with design of your choice
Glass paint colours
Brush (Thin brush #1-2)
Silver foil 

HOW TO DO?

Now put the trace paper on a flat surface 
keeping back side of glass in front. Make 
outline of the design using black tube 
colour.

Allow it to dry for 24 hrs then apply glass 
paint colour as per requirement. Make 
sure there wont be any bubbles on the 
glass while applying the colour as it 
doesn't give good effect on the glass 
paint.
While applying colour if there are bub-
bles on the glass use brush to remove it 
by spreading the colour with water.
Now if required you can use crushed 
silver foil on the back side of the glass for 
a different effect and can frame it.

(PLEASE DO WITH THE HELP OF YOUR 
MOM OR TEACHER)
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MEASURES

Breast 81, waist 62, shoulder width 15, waist-
length 351/2, full length 441/2
 

FRONT PART

1-0 = the full length +11/4 cm
2-0 = one-fourth breast less 21/2 cm
3-0 = the waist-length
4-1 = 11/4 cm
5-0 = one-fourth breast +33/4 cm
6-7-8 are squared from 5.
9-7 = 2 cm
10-8 = 3/4 cm
11-0 = one-twelfth breast + 3/4 cm
12-0 = the shoulder - with width + 3/4 cm
13 is squared down from 12.
14-12 = 21/2 cm. Join 14-11.
15-13 = 33/4 cm
Shape the armhole 14-15-16
16-2 = 33/4 cm
17-16 = 11/4 cm
18-2 = 21/2 cm
Shape 11-17-18
19 is midway 9-3. Take the dart of 2 cm.

BACK PART

20-0 = 33/4 cm. Shape 20-11.
21-3 = 2 cm
22-4 = 3/4 cm. Shape 20-21-22.
23 is midway 21-9. Take the dart of 2 cm.

 

SLEEVE

25-24 = 2-0 + 5cm.
26-25 = 2-0. Join 26-24.
27-24 = one-fourth of 26-24.
28-27 = 31/4 cm
29-26 = one-third of 26-24.
Shape the back 24-28-26 and the front 
24-28-29-26.
30-25 = 5 cm.
31 is squared from 30-26.
32-31 = 21/2 cm. Take the peats near 
the wavy lines.

COLLAR

33-34 is the front & 34-35 is the back.
36-35 = 41/2 cm.

LAYOUT

No. 1 front part, 2 back part, 3 sleeves.
 The collar is shown blank. Cut out 
the button, strips & pockets from 
the remaining cloth.

DIY PROJECT - SEWING SERIES

HOW TO MAKE MUTTON-CHOP SLEEVE BLOUSE
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BEGINNERS GUIDE TO QUILLING
BY SUGANTHI

VISIT HER ONLINE AT : http://papercraftss.blogspot.in/

Paper quilling is an 
art form which in-

volves rolling , pinching 
and gluing paper strips to 
make beautiful patterns.
The origin of Paper fili-
gree or quilling dates  as 
far back as the fifteenth or 
sixteenth Century, it was 
then used to decorate 
religious objects. Then in 
the late eighteenth and 
nineteenth Century , it 
is said to be a favourite 
pastime of accomplished 
young ladies. Jane Austen 
mentions this art form in 
her book Sense and Sen-
sibility. 

Today paper quilling is 
fast growing in popularity 
,one of the main reason 
for this being the very 
simple supplies that is re-
quired to get one started. 
Just cutting paper strips 
from an old magazine is 
good enough for a be-
ginner , the strips can be 
rolled with a tooth pick or 
a needle. When the end 
of the strip is reached the 
coil is released and the 
end is glued. Now the 
coil which is also called a 
loose coil can be pinched 
to make different shapes 
and the various quilled 
elements so obtained 
can be arranged to make 

pleasing decorations .

     With more and more 
tools to help quillers 
,quilling is becoming a 
truly enjoyable pastime 
for those who have the 
patience to learn this 
enchanting art. Pre Cut 
strips of so many colours 
and variations are now 
available .Slotted tool are 
easy to use than needle 
tools although expe-
rienced quillers prefer 
the needle tool. Quilling 
boards and circle sizers 
help a quiller gain perfec-
tion. There are so many 
specialized tools in the 
market today for quilling

HERE IS A PICTURE OF ALL THE BASIC SHAPES

http://papercraftss.blogspot.in/
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Paper quilling is an art 
form which involves roll-
ing , pinching and glu-
ing paper strips to make 
beautiful patterns.The 
origin of Paper filigree 
or quilling dates  as far 
back as the fifteenth or 
sixteenth Century, it was 
then used to decorate 
religious objects. Then in 
the late eighteenth and 
nineteenth Century , it 
is said to be a favourite 
pastime of accomplished 
young ladies. Jane Austen 
mentions this art form in 
her book Sense and Sen-
sibility. 

Today paper quilling is 

fast growing in popularity 
,one of the main reason 
for this being the very 
simple supplies that is re-
quired to get one started. 
Just cutting paper strips 
from an old magazine is 
good enough for a be-
ginner , the strips can be 
rolled with a tooth pick or 
a needle. When the end 
of the strip is reached the 
coil is released and the 
end is glued. Now the 
coil which is also called a 
loose coil can be pinched 
to make different shapes 
and the various quilled 
elements so obtained 
can be arranged to make 
pleasing decorations .

     With more and more 
tools to help quillers 
,quilling is becoming a 
truly enjoyable pastime 
for those who have the 
patience to learn this 
enchanting art. Pre Cut 
strips of so many colours 
and variations are now 
available .Slotted tool are 
easy to use than needle 
tools although expe-
rienced quillers prefer 
the needle tool. Quilling 
boards and circle sizers 
help a quiller gain perfec-
tion. There are so many 
specialized tools in the 
market today for quilling

The very first shape is called a tight coil. which can be made as shown in these pic-
tures. 

First roll the paper strip with the help of a slotted tool or needle.

Then glue the end.
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A loose coil is made by releasing the wound coil and then sticking the end. When the 
loose coil is pinched on one side we get the tear drop shape , 

When the loose coil is pinched on both sides we get the eye or marquise shape, 
The tear drop shape when twisted on opposite directions give the leaf shape. A tear 
shape  can also be made into a heart shape by pressing with a needle  .

This is how you make  a square shape.
First make a loose coil.

Pinch the coil on both ends to get the eye shape or marquise shape.
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Next pinch the eye shape again on both sides to get the square shape.

Fringed shape is another form of tight coil ,Take a broader strip fringe it on one 
side with the help of a scissors then roll it with the help of a needle or slotted 
tool , Stick the end and spread the fringes to make a flower.

   Quilling today is more than just making flowers and leaves, many artists like 
Yulia Brodskaya have taken this art to great heights. I personally think quilling 
gives the satisfaction of embroidery , water colouring and sculpting when we 
work on 3-D figures. Do go ahead and try this fascinating art and see strips of 
paper spring to life.
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DIY PROJECT - CROCHET SERIES

How to make Crochet Coin Purse !
BY NIMA TITUS

VISIT HER ONLINE AT http://madetotreasure.blogspot.in

The cute coin purse that was hanging around in the blog land 
and on pinterest.

But i couldn’t find the purse frame that is used to make this purse in our 
local stores. 
During my last visit to Craft land Dubai, i picked up one frame ,just to try 
how it works……and here is the cute thing…..

 I couldn’t find a perfect tutorial for this project, but it was easy to make 
from all the picture clues…

I will try and tell you with few pictures, how i made it .

The number of crochet stitches vary according to the size of the frame.
so you have to find the number of stitches you need for your frame.

Here is how I did…

This pattern goes in round so please use stitch markers

http://madetotreasure.blogspot.in
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 Round 1 : Make a magic ring with 6 Sc.

Round 2: 2 sc on each sc of last round ( 12 Sc)

Round 3: 2 Sc on first sc, 1 Sc on next and complete that round (18 Sc)

Round 4: 2 Sc on first sc, 1 Sc each on next 2 sc and complete the round 
(24Sc)

Round 5: 2 Sc on first sc, 1 Sc each on next 3 sc and complete the round  (30 
Sc)

Round6: 2 Sc on first sc, 1 Sc each on next 4 sc and complete the round  (36 
Sc)

Round 7: 2 Sc on first sc, 1 Sc each on next 5 sc and complete the round  (42 
Sc)

Round 8: 2 Sc on first sc, 1 Sc each on next 6 sc and complete the round (48 
Sc)

 Check your crochet piece with the size of your frame

   
 

 1
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 2
 If you need a bigger size, go on increasing few more rounds with 54 Sc or 
60 Sc until you reach the desired size for your frame.

If you feel that this is the perfect size for your frame, then stop increasing 
the stitches.

Round 9 : Sc on each Sc, make sure you are using stitch marker, so that 
you will not miss the number of rounds you took.

I took 16 rounds of 48 Sc each to get the desired size for my purse.

 3
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 Before you fix this crochet piece to your frame, make a fabric or felt lining for 
this..

Make a template out of this crochet piece and cut 2 pieces from your favorite 
fabric or felt..

 4  5
 Keep the right sides together and sew it with 1/4 inch seam allowance.
crochet coin purse 6 

 6
 Ok…keep that lining piece aside…and now we work with the frame and the 
crochet piece. 

Sew the crochet piece to the frame with the same yarn..

(I have seen online, frames without this sewing holes, in that case you need 
super glue and need to fix it…and that you will have to do after attaching the 
lining)
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7  8
AAfter fixing the crochet piece to the frame, now it is the time to hand sew the 
lining piece…

9
 Insert the lining piece with wrong side facing the crochet piece, with a 1/4 
inch fold at the top like in the picture…
Do a blind hem and fix it to the crochet…

10
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Here is the cute crochet coin purse….

That’s it…your cute purse is ready to hold your coins…
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DIY PROJECT - EMBROIDERY SERIES

WHAT IS CUT WORK EMBROIDERY?

Cutwork or cut work is a needlework technique in which por-
tions of a textile are cut away and the resulting "hole" is rein-

forced and filled with embroidery or needle lace.

Cutwork is related to drawn thread work. In drawn thread work, typically 
only the warp or weft threads are withdrawn (cut and removed), and the 
remaining threads in the resulting hole are bound in various ways.

 In other types of cutwork, both warp and weft threads may be drawn.
Needlework styles that incorporate cutwork include Broderie Anglaise, 
Carrickmacross lace, whitework, and early reticella.

Cutwork is an antique embroidery technique, which was born in Italy 
many ages ago. Due to it’s outstanding beauty, it quickly became popu-
lar all over the world, and now can even be accomplished on home em-
broidery machine, almost effortlessly and very professionally.

In cutwork, decorative holes are cut out into certain spots of embroi-
dered items, to create an intriguing “see through” effect. You’ve surely 
seen many ready cutwork embroidery - take a look at this photo, and 
you’ll recognize the technique at once.
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Materials Needed

Fabric
Tracing sheet with design
Embroidery hoop
Embroidery thread
Embroidery needles
Sewing utility knife

How to do?

Step 1: Transfer the pattern onto a cotton or linen which is the best fabric 
for cutwork.

Step 2: Use the reinforced stitch to stitch all around.

Step 3: Work the bars exclusively on the surface of the fabric. Make two or 
three strands. The more strands the thicker the bar. You decide the size you 
want.

Step 4: Start filling the bars. When you come to the other end, secure it by 
intertwining the embroidery floss into the neighbouring stitches.

Step 5: Next, you are ready to cut into it. Cut carefully, and mind not to cut 
the bars.

Step 6: Use the buttonhole or satin stitch to embroider the piece tucking 
the cut-out piece underneath. Some people do all the needle work first and 
when finished do the cutwork, which should be immensely precise or you 
may cut into the stitched part and ruin the work. 
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       Pinterest Love

 Dont you all love Pinterest Sharing. So here I am sharing you a project that 
you can try at home. For more details visit online : http://emmmylizzzy.
blogspot.in/2012/04/doily-lamp-tutorial-finally.html

http://emmmylizzzy.blogspot.in/2012/04/doily-lamp-tutorial-finally.html
http://emmmylizzzy.blogspot.in/2012/04/doily-lamp-tutorial-finally.html
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  ReGlow lamp physical model - the center is made from a hamster ball that i drilled  
              holes into for the placement of the water bottles. For more how to do visit online:  
  http://www.coroflot.com/shelley_spi/ReGlow-Lamp

  Another cute lamp shade that I have pinned. Do check - 
  http://www.duitang.com/people/mblog/23943865/detail/

http://www.duitang.com/people/mblog/23943865/detail/
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    Snow Man Tutorial    
         by Lalita Solomon

Another amazing tutorial by our very own Lalita Solomon.  For more such tutorials visit
www.craftziners.info 
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First step : Mix Plaster of 
Paris.

Second Step  : Take the 
mould you need to fill.

Third Step  : Fill the mould 
and let it dry.

Fourth Step  : Carefully tap 
the mould to take the finished 
product out
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Fianl Step  : Start Painting the Snowman :)

GIVE YOUR BUSINESS A BIT OF A 
BUZZ

ADVERTISE ON CRAFTZINERS NETWORK
EMAIL: CRAFTZINERS@GMAIL.COM
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Fianl Step  : Start Painting the Snowman :)

Advertise your products 
here. Full page spread
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Art Gallery of Craftziners Members
In this issue we are showcasing the work of Latha Sundarrajan. Her Soft Pastel works 
are amazing. So here I am sharing some of her pastel works.
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These are just a few. She is well versed in all 
craft and art work. Do check www.craftziners.info
to see more of her works.
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Your free downloads for 
this month.

 New Downloads for free every 
month 
visit - www.allpatternsdirectory.com

Quilt Center Design
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Alphabets Design
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Tribal Design
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Warli Design
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Japanese  Design
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Kids Design
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Cross Stitch Design
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Embroidery Design
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Cross Stitch Design
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Glass Painting Design
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made to treasure
  Creative side of my life

DO VISIT OUR CONTRIBUTORS AND SHARE THEM THE LOVE

http://www.woodooz.com/
http://madetotreasure.blogspot.in/
http://papercraftss.blogspot.in/
http://blendingartandcraft.blogspot.in/
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